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MALATANG 
Gastronomical meaning: 

A common type of Chinese street 
food, especially popular in Beijing 
It originated in Sichuan, but it 
differs mainly from the Sichuanese 
version in that the Sichuanese 
version is more similar to what in 
northern China would be 
described as hot pot.

Astronomical meaning:  

MALATANG = MApping the dense 
moLecular gAs in The strongest stAr-
formiNg Galaxies  

www.eaobservatory.org/jcmt

http://www.eaobservatory.org/jcmt


MALATANG IN A NUTSHELL 
 A 390hr campaign on the JCMT using the 
HARP array to map HCN and HCO+ J=4-3 in 
23 of the nearest and IR-brightest galaxies 
beyond the Local Group 

 First attempt at systematically map the 
distribution of dense gas out to large 
galactocentric distances in a statistically 
significant sample 

 Explore the dense gas vs. star formation 
relationship down to gas masses of 
~5×106M⊙ and scales ~0.2-2.8kpc in other 
galaxies 

 Bridge the gap between extragalactic 
(galaxy-integrated) and Galactic (single 
clouds) observations

HARP



THE TEAM 
 # MALATANG members 91

 All JCMT countries represented

 Collaborators welcome!



THE SAMPLE 
 S(60μm) > 50 Jy and S(100μm) > 100Jy in RBGS (Sanders+03) and δ > -40o in 
order to be observable with the JCMT 

 Total sample size: 23 sources



THE SAMPLE 

Visibility of 
MALATANG 
sources from 
Mauna Kea



SCIENCE MOTIVATION 

CS(2-1)

HCO+(1-0)

Herschel 

  

JCMT 

  

12CO J=1-0 Extended    ~ 10 pc scales
 Low density ~ 102-103cm-3

“Star formation” relations:  log LIR = α L’mol + β 
understanding slopes (α) and intercepts (β) for 
different molecular J-transitions



SCIENCE MOTIVATION 

CS(2-1)

HCO+(1-0)

Herschel 

  

JCMT 

  

20 μm

“Star formation” relations:  log LIR = α L’mol + β 
understanding slopes (α) and intercepts (β) for 
different molecular J-transitions



SCIENCE MOTIVATION 

CS(2-1)

HCO+(1-0)

Herschel 

  

JCMT 

  

CS J=2-1        Compact  ~ pc scales
                 High density  ~104-106cm-3

“Star formation” relations:  log LIR = α L’mol + β 
understanding slopes (α) and intercepts (β) for 
different molecular J-transitions



SCIENCE MOTIVATION 
“Star formation” relations:  log LIR = α L’mol + β 
understanding slopes (α) and intercepts (β) for 
different molecular J-transitions

Galaxy-integrated α vs. ncrit



SCIENCE MOTIVATION 

Galaxy-integrated β vs. ncrit

“Star formation” relations:  log LIR = α L’mol + β 
understanding slopes (α) and intercepts (β) for 
different molecular J-transitions



SCIENCE GOALS 
 Resolved dense gas star formation relations

J=4-3
Galactic cores Galaxies

Galactic cores Galaxies



SCIENCE GOALS 
 Resolved dense gas star formation relations

J=4-3
Galactic cores Galaxies

Galactic cores Galaxies



SCIENCE GOALS 

J=4-3
Galactic cores Galaxies

Galactic cores Galaxies

 Intermediate scales/luminosities

 Resolved dense gas star formation relations



SCIENCE GOALS 

J=4-3

 Intermediate scales/luminosities

 Different environments: nuclear vs. disk

 Resolved dense gas star formation relations

 Radial distribution of dense gas and SF 
efficiency Chen et al. (2015)IRAM 30m/HERA: HCN(1-0)



SCIENCE GOALS 

J=4-3

 Intermediate scales/luminosities

 Different environments: nuclear vs. disk

 Resolved dense gas star formation relations

? ?

 Radial distribution of dense gas and SF 
efficiency



SCIENCE GOALS 

 Dense gas excitation as a function 
of environment 

J=4-3 J=4-3

Galaxy-integrated ratios

 Intermediate scales/luminosities

 Different environments: nuclear vs. disk

 Resolved dense gas star formation relations

 Radial distribution of dense gas and SF 
efficiency



SCAN PATTERNS 

 Grid mode 

 Mostly for edge-on galaxies

 Jiggle mode 

 Mostly for face-on/large galaxies



FIRST DATA - SPECTRA 
 HCN and HCO+ J=4-3  (central pointings). Strong detections
 HCO+ often stronger than HCN



FIRST DATA - SPECTRA 
 HCN and HCO+ J=4-3  (off centre pointings). Lines are weaker



FIRST DATA - SPECTRA 
 HCN and HCO+ J=4-3  (off centre pointings). Lines are weaker



FIRST DATA - SUMMARY 



WEATHER CONDITIONS 
 Most of the data have been taken in Band 1 and 2!



CURRENT STATUS 

Project: M16AL007

18 galaxies observed to date



PAPER PLAN 
 Paper I: MALATANG Survey description and first results

 Paper II: First resolved HCN/HCO+ J=4-3 vs. IR relations for a 
significant fraction of sample. 

 Paper III: Stacking of spectra of weak/non-detections. Explore 
HCN/HCO+ vs. IR relations in outskirts of galaxies

 Paper IV: Explore radial distribution of dense gas fraction in galaxies. 
Gas depletion time-scales as a function of galactocentric distance

 Paper V: Connecting MALATANG to Herschel+SCUBA-2 maps, 
concomitance between dense gas and dust heating

 Paper VI: Including HI data and connecting the atomic gas phase 
with the dense gas. Radial distributions.

 Paper VII: SPH + radiative transfer modelling. 

And more…

2016

2018



SYNERGY & FOLLOW-UP 

 High resolution ALMA and NOEMA maps 

 Herschel Archive: high-J CO data

 IRAM-30m continuum (NIKA, 2mm) and line (HERA, J=2-1) 

 APEX (high-J lines)

 Observations:

 JCMT SCUBA-2 and HARP CO(3-2) follow-up

ALMA
IRAM



SYNERGY & FOLLOW-UP 
 LVG and PDR modelling of SF regions 
characterising their physical/chemical 
conditions

 Modelling:

 Galaxy-wide SPH + RT transfer modelling of 
HCN and HCO+ lines

 Reproducing observed relations 
and line ratios

SPH + RT simulation:  Olsen et al. (2016)

LVG modelling of HCN and HCO+

Tunnard et al. (2015)



Contact: 

Yu Gao (yugao@pmo.ac.cn) 

Zhiyu Zhang (zzhang@eso.org) 

Thomas Greve (t.greve@ucl.ac.uk) 

   www.eaobservatory.org/jcmt

THANK YOU 
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